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ABSTRACT 
The minimal projections of a transitive algebra of n X n matrices are studied. The 
result is then applied to find new criteria for such an algebra to be equal to the whole 
algebra of n X n matrices. Also, triangularizability of an algebra satisfying tr(ABC) = 
tr(BAC) for all A, B, C in the algebra is examined in terms of its minimal projections. 
INTRODUCTION 
Throughout the paper let CQZ denote a subalgebra of the algebra L(V) of 
all operators on an n-dimensional vector space V over a field F, and assume 
ti contains the identity 1. We will study the structure of those ~2 satisfying 
the following trace condition due to H. Radjavi [3]: 
tr( ABC) = tr( BAC) forall A,B,CEJZ’. (1) 
The above condition (1) is shown in [3] to be necessary and sufficient for 
LX’ to be (simultaneously) triangularizable in case the members of & are 
(individually) triangul arizable and ch F = 0 or ch F > n /2, where ch F de- 
notes the characteristic of the field F. (See also [I].) Here, we obtain such 
conditions in terms of the minimal projections in J& (A nonzero projection 
P is called minimal in ti if Q = 0 and Q = P are the only projections in & 
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satisfying QP = PQ = Q.) In the following Theorem 1 we review the density 
theorem and obtain, as corollaries, new criteria for a transitive algebra to be 
equal to L(V). Th e main results (Theorems 8, 9) are then obtained as 
applications of Theorem 1 and its corollaries. For an arbitrary projection 
P E d and a collection @ C &, we set &3p = (T : T = PAPI PV, A E @}. 
I. TBANSITIVE ALGEBRAS 
An algebra & c t(V) is called transitive if it has no invariant subspace 
other than (0) and V, or equivalently, if V = {Av : A E &) for all u + 0. 
Recall that. the density theorem for transitive algebras [2, pp. 95-961 states 
that if & is transitive, then it is isomorphic to the algebra M,(A) of all k X k 
matrices with entries in a division algebra A over F. Throughout this section 
we assume & is transitive, and fix an integer k and a (unital) division 
algebra A such that & G M,(A). 
THEOREM 1. Let d E M,(A) be transitive, and let Pi E &’ be repre- 
sented in M,(A) by a matrix (II,,) such that IIii = 1 and II,, = 0 f~ 
(r, s)+(i,i), where i = 1,2 ,..., or k is fixed. Then 
rankP,=min{rankA:O#AE&]=n/k. 
Moreover, if P E d is any projection of rank n/k and 3 is a nonzero 
two-sided ideal in &, then 
(a> JZZ~ is transit&e and _aP = JX’~, and 
(b) every T E ,Q%rp has a prime minimal polynomial 
Proof. Let 0 # Q E JZZ be of minimal rank. Find o E V and A, B E JZ’ 
such that Qo + 0, Ae = o, and BQo = e for some e in the range of Pi. Thus 
the operator C = P,BQAP, sends e to e and hence C E (r,,), where yii f 0 
and Y,, = 0 for (r, s) # (i, i). Let D E (6,,?) with aii = yiiland 6,, = 0 for 
(r, s) z (i, i). It follows that Pi = CD and hence rank Q < rank Pi = rank CD 
< rank Q. Thus rank Q = rank Pi. Since i = 1,2,. . . , k is arbitrary, rank Q = 
rank Pi = n/k. 
Next, let 3 and P be as in the theorem. It is well known that JZ’~ is 
transitive and /r is a two-sided ideal in &r. Assume, if possible, that 
#p = {O}. Choose f, u E V, T E 3, and E E L@’ such that Pf = f, Tu + 0, 
and Ef=u. Then S=TEE# and Sf#O. Thus PBSf=O for all BE& 
and hence (BSf : B E .d} # V, a contradiction. Thus & is a nonzero two- 
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sided ideal in dp. Since every nonzero element of d,, is of rank n /k and 
hence invertible, it follows that Sp = dp. This proves (a). For (b), note that 
in view of the primary decomposition theorem and minimality of P, the 
minimal polynomial of every T E &r is a power of a prime ~lynorn~ai. 
Now, since Me contains no nonzero nilpotent element, the minimal polyno- 
mial of every T E J& is prime. m 
COROLLARY 2. Let & be truns~t~~e and P be a minimal projection in M, 
Then rank P = n/k. 
Proof. For a fixed i, define Pi as in the proof of Theorem 1. Choose 
e,t;EVand A,BE&such that Pie=e, Pu=o, %z;=e, and Ae=o. Let 
C = PAP,%P. The rank C -f 0 and hence rank C = rank Pi = n/k. Since Cv = 
o, there exists a nonzero projection Q E ti obtained by the primary decom- 
position theorem applied to C corresponding to the factor (x - ljr of the 
minimal polynomial of C such that QP = PQ = Q # 0. Thus Q - P and 
hence rank P = rank Q < rank Pi = n/k. Since rank Pi is minimal, rank P = 
n/k. R 
CQROLLARY 3 (Known). L.& ~2 be transit&e. Then &?‘= L(V) if and 
only if & contains a projection of rank 1. 
Proof. It is obvious that L(V) contains a projection of rank one. 
Conversely, assume n/k = 1. Then P,V = ( ej > for i = 1,2,. . . , k, where 
Ie,, e 2,..., ekI forms a basis for V. (The projections Pi are defined as in the 
proof of the theorem.) Fix (i,j>, and choose A E & such that Ae, = ej. 
Hence E,, = PjAP, is a member of .I%= such that Eijei = ej and Eijek = 0 for 
k f i. Thus & contains a basis of L(V), and therefore LZ’ = L(V). m 
COROLLARY 4. Let LIZ’ be transitive. Then & = L(V) zy and only $ there 
exists a rn~ni~l ~roject~n P E JZ& such that dp is generated by a eo~~e~tion 
of o~era~s whose mini~l ~o~y~ials split ooer F. 
Proof. If M = L(V), every minimal projection P is of rank 1 and the 
corresponding algebra dP consists of multiples of the identity. Conversely, 
assume MP is generated by a collection 98 of operators with splitting 
minimal polynomials. Let T E 9 be arbitrary. Since the minimal polynomial 
of T is prime and splits over F, it follows that T is a multiple of the identity. 
Thus JZ& is a transitive algebra consisting of multiples of the identity, and 
hence rank P = 1. By Corollary 3, M = t(V). n 
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COROLLARY 5 (Bumside’s theorem [2; 41). Zf & is transitive and the 
minimal polynomial of every member of ~2 splits over F, then &= L(V). 
COROLLARY 6. Assume & is a transitive algebra satisfying (1). Then 
either & is commutative or ch F is a (nonzero) divisor of n / k. 
Proof. Let 3 be the two-sided ideal {A E &‘: tr(AZ?) = 0 for all B E 
.M). If .Y = 0, then AZ? - BA = 0 for all A, B E ti and hence & is 
commutative. If 3 # (01, then J@‘~ = -aP for an arbitrary minimal projection 
P E ~2. Fix such a projection P, and find K E 3 such that PIP = PKP. It 
follows that n / k = rank P = tr( P) = tl( PKP) = 0 (in the sense of F). Thus 
chFfOandchF isadivisorofn/k. n 
REMARK 7. In Bumside’s theorem one can equivalently assume that F 
is algebraically closed to conclude that M = L(V). Our Corollary 4 is 
designed for arbitrary fields F. 
II. GENERAL ALGEBRAS 
In this section we assume & is general and V, = (0) C Vi C * * . C V,, = V 
is a maximal chain of invariant subspaces of &. Choosing a collection 
(0 = Q@Qi>..., Qh=z)Ofpo t r jet ions in L(V) with QiV = Vi and QiQi_ i = 
Qi_ iQi = Qi_ i (i = 1,2,. . . , h), we let & - denote the algebra spanned by 
Q,TQz>...>Qh and diag &‘, where 
h (Qi-Qi_I)A(Qi-Qi-l):AE~ 
i=l 
It is known that the algebra S’ is triangularizable if at least one of the 
algebras diag ti or JX’ - is triangularizable. (See Theorem 13 for the 
converse.) Also, diag SJ’ satisfies the trace condition (1) if and only if & does 
so. In the following, we first show that if M satisfies (11, and if ch F = 0 or 
chF>n/2,then &- satisfies (1). This is then used to obtain necessary or 
sufficient conditions for triangularizability of ~2. 
THEOREM 8. Assume ~2 satisfies (11, and suppose either ch F = 0 or 
chF>n/2. Then ti- satisfies (1). In fact, if Sj = (M - )e_oj_,, then 
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either 
(a) .z$ is commutative, or 
(b) tr(T)=OforaZZTE4 
(j = 1,2,. . , h). In case (b), rank(Qj - Qj_i> > n /2 and &j contains no 
projection other than 0 and the identity. 
Proof, In view of the paragraph preceding the theorem, we can assume 
without loss of generality that JZ’ = diag @’ (cf. proof of Theorem 1 of [5]). 
Define ._Y= (B E &: tr(BA) = 0 for all A E &). Obviously 3 is a two-sided 
ideal in ti, and &/fl is commutative. Fix j = 1,2,. . , or h. Let 4 = 
.9 vj_oj_l, where 3 is regarded as a subcollection of & -. It is clear that 4 
is a two-sided ideal in the transitive algebra Yj. If 4 = (0) or rank(Qj - 
Qj_i)= 1, then 4 is commutative. Assume 4 + (0) and rank(Q, - Qj_ i) 2 
2. As in the proof of Theorem 1 of [5], we can assume without loss of 
generality that j = 1, W, = W, = . . * = W,, and AlW, = AlW, = . *. = AlW, 
for some natural number r Q h and all A E J& where Wi = (Qi - Qi _ ,)V 
(i = 1,2,. . , h). Moreover, Q, E J&‘. Note that 0 < r < n /2. Let T = Al W, 
for some A E X. Then 0 = tr(Q,A) = tr(AlW,)+ . *. + tr(AIW,) = r tr(T), 
and hence tr(T) = 0. Thus @i satisfies (11, and in the light of Corollary 6 we 
have 0 < ch F < m, where m is the minimum of the ranks of the nonzero 
projections in &i. Since m divides dim W,, we have m = dim W, > n /2 and 
hence 3, = .Yi (see Theorem 1). In particular, tr(T) = 0 for all T E 91. So 
far we have shown that ~9, (and hence every Hj:.> satisfies either (a) or (b). 
Thus each &, satisfies the condition (1). Since & _ = &i@ * . . @cY~, it 
follows that & - satisfies (1). 
Finally, assume gj satisfies (b). Let P be any minimal projection in .Yj. 
Then rank P = tr( P) = 0 (in the sense of F), and hence rank P > n /2. Since 
rank P divides dim Wj and dim W, > n /2, it follows that rank P = dim Wj and 
P is the identity on Wj. n 
THEOREM 9. Assume ch F = 0 or ch F > n /2. Then & is triangulariz- 
able a? and only zj .u’ satisfies the condition (1) and for any minimal 
projection P E diag &, (diag Ml, is generated by a set of operators whose 
minimal polynomials split over F. 
Proof. If & is triangularizable, then & satisfies (1) and the minimal 
polynomial of every member of ti and diag LBZ splits over F. 
For the converse, assume without loss of generality that JZY = diag ~9. 
We claim rank(Qj-Qj_,)=l for j=1,2,...,h. Fix j, and again assume 
without loss of generality that j = 1, Al W, = . . * = A( W,, and Q, E &, 
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where r, W, , . . . , W, are as in the proof of Theorem 8. Let i be a minimal 
projection in .Yi, and let P = M@M@ ..* @M@O@ a*. @O be the direct 
sum of r copies of M and h - r copies of 0. Then P is a minimal projection 
in JZY, and hence J& is generated by operators with splitting minimal 
polynomials (over F). By Corollaries 2 and 4, 3, = L(W,). Assume, if 
possible, that gi is not commutative. Then by Theorem 1 and 8, MWi = W,, 
and &i is generated by multiples of the identity-a contradiction. Thus 
L(W,) is commutative, which implies that dim W, = 1. Therefore, every Wj is 
one-dimensional and hence & is triangularizable. n 
COROLLARY 10 (Radjavi [3]). Assume ch F = 0 or ch F > n /2. Then & 
is tr-iangularizable if and only if & satisfies (1) and is generated by a 
collection of operators whose minimal polynomials split over F. 
COROLLARY 11. Assume ch F = 0 or ch F > n /2. Suppose & satisfies 
(1) and contains some operator with n distinct eigenvalues. Then &’ is 
triangularizable. 
Proof. With the notation of Theorem 8, each &j contains a projection of 
rank 1, and hence @j = L(W,.) (j = 1,2,. . . , h). By Theorem 8(a), &j is 
commutative and hence dim Wj = 1 for all j. m 
COROLLARY 12. Assume ch F = 0 or ch F > n /2. Then ~2 is triangular- 
izable if ~2 satisfies (1) and (QY - Ip [(diag &),I contains an operator of 
rank 1 for any minimal projection P in & - [in diag @‘I. 
Proof. Let M be a minimal projection in &i, and let P = M@ . * * 8 
M@O@O@ ... @O be as in the proof of Theorem 9. Deduce by a similar 
argument or direct observation that <.Yi>M contains an operator of rank 1. By 
Corollary 3, Ji = L(W,). In view of Theorem 8, &i is commutative and 
hence dim W, = 1. Conclude that dim Wj = 1 for all j and that S/ is triangu- 
larizable. n 
Combining Radjavi’s criterion and Theorems 8 and 9, we obtain the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 13. Assume ch F = 0 or ch F > n /2. The following assertions 
are equivalent: 
(a) ti is triangularizable. 
(b) Every maximal chain of invariant subspaces of & is a maximal chain 
of subspaces of V. 
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(c) d satisfih the trace condition (1) csnd is generated by a collection of 
operators with splitting minimal pol~~ia~ (over F). 
(d) ..Q/ satisfies (11, and (diag &IP is generated by a collection of 
operators with splitting minim& poly~miu~ fat- any minimal projection P in 
diag A 
(e) M satisfies (11, and (& * jM is generated by a collection of operators 
with splitting minimal pol~omia~ fm any rnin~~l projection M in & -, 
(f) ti satisfies (I), and (B’ * IM contains an operator of rank 1 f&- any 
minimal projection M in L?Z - . 
Proof. The implication (b) * (a> is trivial, and the equivalence of (a) and 
(c) follows from Radjavi’s criterion (Corollary 10). The implications (d) =+ (a), 
(e) - (a), and (f) * (a) follow from Th eorem 9, Corollary 12, and the relation 
between M - and diag &. 
Now, in the rest of the proof assume (c) holds and V, = (01, V,, . . . , V, = V 
is an arbitrary maximal chain of invariant subspaces of JS?. Let Y,, . . . , .Y,, be 
as in the proof of Theorem 8. By Theorem 8, each L$ satisfies the condition 
(1). Obviously, the minimal polynomials of the members of & split over F, 
which implies that each Sj is a transitive algebra satisfying Radjavi’s 
criterion (Corollary 10). Thus dim Wj = 1 for all j, where W, is the subspace 
underlying 9j. This shows that (V,,V,, . .,V& is a maximal chain of sub- 
spaces of V and hence (c> * (b). Also, since diag JY’ and ~2 * are triangnlar- 
izable, (diag ~0, and (&’ “Ip consist of operators with splitting minimal 
polynomials, which proves the implications (c) * (d) and (c) * (e). 
Finally, if M E .@’ * is minimal, then M = P,@ P,c8 * * * d Ph, where 
Ping isaprojectionand O~...~O~P,~O~...~OE~QI- forall i. 
Since M is minimal, MIWi = Pi for some i and MIWj = 0 for j Z i. Since 
dim Wj = I, it follows that (LIZ’ - 1&f = 3, consists of operators of rank 1 or 0. 
a 
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